Since the end of the eighties and in response to a reported increase in the total neutrino flux in the Homestake experiment in coincidence with solar flares, solar neutrino detectors have searched for solar flare signals. Even though these detectors have used different solar flare samples and analyses, none of them has been able to confirm the possible signal seen by Homestake. Neutrinos from the decay of mesons, which are themselves produced in collisions of accelerated ions with the solar atmosphere would provide a novel window on the underlying physics of the hadronic acceleration and interaction processes during solar flares. Solar flare neutrino flux measurements would indeed help to constrain current parameters such as the composition of the accelerated flux, the proton/ion spectral index and the high energy cutoff or the magnetic configuration in the interaction region. We describe here a new way to search for these neutrinos by considering a specific solar flare sample and a data driven time window template which will improve the likelihood of neutrino detection.
Evaluation of the solar flare signal in neutrino detectors
Neutrinos from solar flares are produced through the interactions of accelerated protons/ions with the chromosphere and the subsequent decays of the produced charged pions as shown in Figure 1 .
We have developed a Geant4 simulation of hadronic interactions in the active solar atmosphere in order to evaluate the flux of solar flare neutrinos we could expect at Earth. Using the proton spectra of R. J. Murphy and R. Ramaty [20] , we find that the expected neutrino fluence covers an energy range from 10 MeV to more than 1 GeV as presented in Table 1 Table 1 : Expected neutrino fluence at Earth and spectrum for one solar flare.
We have studied the influence of the proton spectral index, the composition of the accelerated flux as well as the angular distribution of this flux. (Results will be presented at the ICRC 2015. )
Solar flare selection
In addition to neutrinos, the interaction channels outlined above produce gamma-rays from the decay of neutral pions and bremsstrahlung of secondary electrons. The gammarays produced by neutral pion decay, which have an energy above 67 MeV, will be of great interest for neutrino searches because of their common production channels with respect to charged pions as indicated in Figure 1 .
Gamma-ray detectors such as RHESSI [13] , INTEGRAL [1] , CORONAS [19] or the current FERMI-LAT [15] have been able to identify these interesting gamma-rays by searching for a pronounced pion-decay line in the spectrum of solar flares [3] . It is therefore possible to identify solar flares in which pion production occurs. We will call these specific solar flares "pion-flares". These pion-flares are particularly interesting for neutrino searches since they are a guaranteed source of neutrinos. Using only these pion-flares as a sample for their analyses, neutrino detectors from this generation such as IceCube [5] 
Time window template
We describe here a time window template for neutrino searches which could be used in the case of observations of pion-decay gamma-rays during the impulsive phase of the flare. However, also long duration events are interesting candidates for neutrino searches, as indicated below. Apart from providing a background reduction, these time windows will also allow a stacked analysis similar to GRB neutrino detection via time profile stacking [21] .
Impulsive phase of the pion-flares
V. Kurt et al. have analyzed five events tagged as pion-flares [18] . They have shown that in all of these events, the FWHM of the pion-decay burst in the impulsive phase of the flare does not exceed 4 minutes even though the duration of the rise time up to the maximum and the total duration of the pion-decay gamma-ray burst vary from flare to flare. An example of this is presented in Figure 2 . Because of the common production channels of neutral and charged pions, the short time window during the impulsive phase of the flare in which gamma-rays from the decay of neutral pions are observed constitutes a useful template for the time window in which neutrinos will be produced. It therefore means that using the starting time of this gamma-ray emission and opening a window of a maximum of 4 minutes will allow a search for solar flare neutrinos with a significantly reduced background compared to previous searches (e.g. [2, 16, 9] ).
Considering the facts outlined above, both flare-per-flare and flare stacking searches will benefit from reduced background conditions.
Long duration events
In some events gamma-ray emission by pion-decay photons was found to persist during several hours, much longer than the impulsive phase of the flare [17, 11] . Long duration events are therefore additional interesting candidates for neutrino searches. However, large scale neutrino detectors, like e.g. IceCube, should restrict their time window to a maximum of about 20 minutes in order to maintain a reasonable signal to noise ratio.
Preliminary list of proposed solar flares
We present here two initial lists of solar flares which could be used for neutrino searches. These lists are directly inspired from [10] .
Pion-decay gamma-ray observations in the impulsive phase
Gamma-rays from pion-decay have been observed in the impulsive phase of all of the listed flares. Start and duration information have been obtained from Fermi LAT. 
Extended pion-decay gamma-ray emissions
As previously mentioned, the following solar flares emitted gamma-rays from pion-decay for a time longer than the impulsive phase duration. 
Conclusion and Outlook
The current number of identified pion-flares constitutes a workable starting sample for neutrino searches, even though none of the actual high-energy gamma-ray telescopes are continuously observing the Sun and consequently some identifications of solar flares as pion-flares may be missed. Furthermore, the short time window of the pion-decay gamma-ray burst in the impulsive phase of the flares enables a drastic reduction of the time integrated background in neutrino detectors and also allows a stacked analysis. Using this flare sample and searching for a neutrino signal in the short time windows as outlined here, we expect current neutrino detectors to be able to detect a solar flare signal in an energy range from several MeV to GeV.
